An interdisciplinary team (see appendix for team members) with expertise in tsunami hazard assessment, mitigation, education, and outreach visited Chile from March 26 to April 3, 2010. The team focused on identifying the factors that effected the impacts of the February 27, 2010 M 8.8 earthquake and ensuing tsunami.

Most ITST groups have specific goals – modelers need good runup and water level measurements, coastal engineers examine the performance and effects of coastal structures and so forth. Because our group was looking to identify the many threads that influenced outcome, we used intensive interviews with a broad section of people including public officials, radio station personnel, community organizers, business people, and the general public to learn about pre-event planning, response, and recovery issues. Our general approach was to emphasize that we were looking for the positive stories that could be used as examples for other countries. We used the USGS Surviving a Tsunami (Spanish version) as an example. We found people, even the mayor of Constitución, very willing to talk to us. Often our subjects were relatively reserved at the beginning but after 20 or 30 minutes became very open and discussed the problems as well as the successes. We usually ended our interviews by asking what should be done to assist in reducing vulnerability in the future. Our interview method was not statistically significant, but identified a broad range of issues that future groups and Chilean researchers can examine in more detail.

Our group was also interested in identifying lessons for the United States and, in particular, the Cascadia subduction zone in the Pacific Northwest. The Maule earthquake is very similar in size and likely ground shaking impacts to an event on the Cascadia megathrust. We were particularly interested in looking for commonalities and lessons that we can take back to the US.

A complete list of team members, itinerary with gps track, list of interviews, and our daily blog for the general public is appended.

Preliminary observations
Note: These remarks are based on a limited set of observations and may be revised as more of our data is analyzed and other information becomes available.

1) Factors that reduced impacts (not prioritized)
- Public Awareness: In coastal communities all of the local residents we interviewed were aware of the tsunami hazard. Some towns had posted tsunami hazard zone signs, some had posted tsunami evacuation zone signs, and some both. Schools had tsunami awareness and education programs. Some communities practiced evacuation drills, and some held workshops on tsunami preparedness. Unlike recent tsunamis in Samoa, Solomon Islands, and the Indian Ocean, many, if not most, coastal residents recognized ground shaking as the warning.
- Time of day, day of the week: The earthquake occurred at 3:34 AM on a Saturday morning. Very few people were driving, at work, or on the streets. The earthquake-related injuries and casualties would likely have been much greater in the middle of a work day due to the amount of debris falling into streets and the damage to highways, bridges, and other roadways.
- Past experience: A number of older people had experienced the Valdivia earthquake in 1960. In most cases, this prompted rapid response to the natural warning but in one case, because the 1960 tsunami had been small (in Dichato), a person (according to neighbors) had not evacuated and was killed because he thought this one would be small also.
- An educated public: Chile is a highly literate country and many people cited books, television documentaries, and media information as the source of their awareness.
- Engineered structures: Shaking damage was minimal in most well-built structures, reducing the number of people killed/injured/trapped in structures. 12 million people were located in the intensity
VII and stronger zone of shaking compared to about 3 million in the Haiti earthquake (USGS pager data). There is no question that structures performed much better in Chile reducing both earthquake impacts and the ability of people in coastal areas to evacuate.

- **Availability of high ground:** In most coastal communities, there was access to high ground within 10 minutes walking time. One notable exception was the island in Río Maule, Constitución.
- **Altruism/heroism:** Many people put themselves in harm's way to notify and/or save others. The policeman at Iloca, Moises Molina, is a good example of this.
- **Resilient organizations:** Radio Bio Bio had strengthened their studio, had a generator in place, and plans on how to respond to a major earthquake and was able to fill the communication void as other systems failed. Other organizations in smaller communities (the police in Iloca, the fire department in Buchupureo) had similar resiliency.
- **In many places, the largest surges came later when day was breaking.** In Dichato, some people did not evacuate until they saw the largest surge overtopping islands in the bay in the far distance. They still had time to safely evacuate.
- **Availability of tsunami inundation maps for a number of areas.**
- **A developed country with technical, scientific, and engineering capacity.**

2) **Factors that exacerbated impacts (not prioritized)**

- **A very large earthquake that damaged infrastructure (particularly roads and communication) and generated a large near-source tsunami with first wave arrivals before any coordinated official evacuation or notification was possible.**
- **Time of day, day of week, and time of year:** While the timing reduced the ground shaking impacts, it exacerbated the tsunami vulnerability. The earthquake occurred on the last weekend of summer when coastal towns were full of tourists and campgrounds were at capacity. Many campgrounds were located in very vulnerable locations and one (the island near Constitución) had no access to high ground. Night time made it difficult to see debris or the evacuation route, although a full moon helped with illumination. The impacts may have been worse a week earlier when even more people were on the coast (and the moon was not as full), but this event occurred at nearly the worst possible moment in terms of coastal tsunami exposure.
- **Inability of the normal response personnel (police, fire) to respond in urbanized areas like Concepción.**
- **Vulnerable campgrounds with no tsunami information.**
- **Lack of security delayed response for several days in some areas.**
- **Planning for tsunamis was lower priority than planning for earthquakes in urban areas.**
- **Variable education/outreach/signage/drills efforts.** Some communities engaged in everything, others little or none. Although inundation maps are posted on the SHOA website, no one was aware of maps for outreach or community planning.
- **Signage in the areas we visited does not connect the earthquake and the tsunami.** Signs point out tsunami hazard zones, or tsunami evacuation routes but don’t mention that the ground shaking is the natural warning.
- **Barriers to evacuation:** In some cases evacuation was impossible, in others the official evacuation routes took too much time to reach high ground (Iloca). People were often able to take informal routes, but fences and gates blocked access in some cases.
- **Worries about impacting tourism caused some resistance among business owners to tsunami education efforts.**
- **Ignorance or false expectations:** Some expected to see the water drawdown first, or expected to hear a siren or receive an official notification.
- **Largest surges in some areas came very late (as much as 4 hours),** people re-entered hazard zone, and in some cases, had to re-evacuate one or two more times.
- **Few people had personal plans:** In Constitución, many people left without shoes, and had no pre-arranged meeting places.

3) **Evacuation**
We identified a number of factors that promoted evacuation behavior:
- School training
- Family/cultural history
- Previous experience (1960)
- Media coverage of the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami
- Awareness of the history of earthquakes and tsunamis in Chile
- Signs
- Drills
- Seeing someone else evacuate (tourists in Lota)
- Notification by police (Iloca) or fire department (Buchupureo)
- Other educational sources – documentaries, print material

Factors against evacuation
- Previous experience – previous tsunamis small
- Darkness
- Ignorance (especially among tourists or workers from inland)
- Desire to protect possessions
- Expected sirens or drawdown
- Long interval before largest waves
- Barriers to evacuation

4) Wave arrival times

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Observer</th>
<th>Type of observation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00:00 AM</td>
<td>Iloca - 1st Wave</td>
<td>Policeman - Moises Arturo Molina</td>
<td>During evacuation of population; he noted the time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:55:00 AM</td>
<td>Iloca - 1st Wave</td>
<td>Local resident</td>
<td>after 20 minutes, the first wave was visible'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:25am</td>
<td>Iloca - 1st wave</td>
<td>Local resident</td>
<td>she recorded the time on her cellphone video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00:00 AM</td>
<td>Iloca - 1st wave</td>
<td>Marcelo Bas - retired scientific photographer</td>
<td>Noted time after he had evacuated. Noticed two more significant waves, the third the largest, but didn't not time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00:00 AM</td>
<td>Dicahto - 1st Wave</td>
<td>Fishermen -</td>
<td>Approximate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30:00 AM</td>
<td>Dichato - 3rd Wave</td>
<td>Fishermen -</td>
<td>he noted the time on his watch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30am - 7:00am</td>
<td>Curanipe - 4th wave</td>
<td>Local surfer</td>
<td>approximate - 4th wave was the most destructive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:14am</td>
<td>Pelluhue - first wave</td>
<td>fisherman</td>
<td>Approximate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30-8:00am</td>
<td>Pelluhue - Last wave</td>
<td>Local resident - Tamara</td>
<td>Approximate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary Lessons and Suggestions
1) Lessons for Chile
Connecting earthquakes and tsunamis, and the natural warning. Most locals knew that strong ground shaking indicated a tsunami would occur, and to evacuate immediately. But visitors to the coast may not have made this connection. We didn’t interview any tourists directly, but infer this from casualties. We did talk to staff/workers and the Iloca policeman, who were from inland areas and they were not aware of the connection between shaking and tsunami. In the case where they were warned, by the police, for example, they survived. In the cases where there was no opportunity to warn visitors, there were significant fatalities. Signage and other outreach materials should include that ground shaking is the warning (examples in Appendix 5).

Coordinated, consistent outreach/education information in all coastal communities. Signage and outreach efforts varied from town to town. Effort should be made to promote consistency.
Outreach to inland areas. In Chile, many people visit the coast, for vacations or for work. Earthquake and tsunami education materials should be available throughout the country. The school education program appears to be particularly effective, and, if it is not already being done, should include inland schools as well.

Information for tourists and campers. The campers were the most vulnerable populations. Identifying ways to reach tourists such as at campground entrances, in restrooms, at road tollbooths, on busses, and in businesses catering to the tourist populations. While the actual numbers won't be known for a while, early evidence suggests that coastal campgrounds accounted for a significant percentage of the total fatalities from this event. A single campground with a physical barrier to evacuation was the source of many of those fatalities and is addressed in the section regarding physical barriers. Other coastal camping areas had ready access to high ground but people still died, even in areas where all of the locals survived. From interviews conducted in these areas, it became clear that coastal visitors largely come from the interior regions and are not typically aware of basic tsunami safety information. This is very similar to the situation in many U.S. coastal recreational areas.

In the coastal areas we visited, the camping opportunities were more informally managed compared to many of those on the West Coast of the U.S. Therefore, some of the recommendations for the U.S. may not apply, such as having park staff inform campers when they check in. On the other hand, there are opportunities to reach coastal visitors in Chile that don't exist in the U.S. For example, many coastal visitors arrive by bus. Tsunami safety information included in busses that travel from the interior to the coastal areas could be very effective. Also, Chile is a long and relatively narrow country, in contrast to the U.S. Tsunami safety education that is tied to earthquake education is appropriate, and would be well received by Chileans who live in the interior. The aggressive use of tsunami information signs with clear, short, and simple messages is also highly recommended. The signs should clearly connect felt earthquake and tsunami threat. No park that we visited had any signs or any other earthquake/tsunami education materials.

School Curriculum. We were impressed by the programs in schools to promote tsunami awareness. Operation Daisy, a program for hazards preparedness in schools, was the most frequently mentioned vehicle for school awareness efforts. However, the school teachers we talked to were unaware of the SHOA Terremotos y Tsunamis o Maremotos national tsunami curriculum that was developed in 1994. This is a comprehensive program with texts at the prebasic, elementary, middle school, and high school levels. If print copies are no longer available for this program, it should be made web-accessible and an effort made to publicize the curriculum in schools.

Map/identify problem areas for evacuation. Identify areas where high ground cannot be reached by foot within 10 minutes. This can be done informally by walking to evacuation sites. There are also several GIS-based tools to make quantitative maps, and the Japanese and some US researchers have developed animated models to look at evacuation behavior. A simple example from Fairhaven, California is in Appendix 4.

Provide simple brochures with evacuation maps and education message. Make hazard maps more widely available to both the public and planners to assist in evacuation route design, planning, and education efforts. See attached example (appendix 5) from Humboldt County, California.

Widely publicize the success stories. There are many remarkable success stories in Chile that can provide lessons not only to Chileans, but elsewhere in the world. We recommend an updated version of the Surviving a Tsunami booklet including lessons from 2010, and a web site where scientists good easily upload new testimonials.
Train decision makers and plan for the absence of technology. The earthquake knocked out most communication methods and for two days in many communities there was a security vacuum. No matter how good the technology is, some events will knock it out and Chile (as well as other countries) need backup plans on responding in a no-tech environment.

Continue drills and outreach programs. Drills work – communities that regularly practiced drills should be commended and others encouraged to do so. Find out more about the University of Talca outreach program and consider expanding it to more areas.

2) Lessons for the United States

School curriculum. The teaching of tsunami safety in public schools likely had a significant positive impact on the evacuation response of all age groups in the coastal communities we visited. The strong majority of people we interviewed, all adults, cited the education of children as a critical factor in their understanding of tsunami safety. We concluded that there should be a nationwide, or at least region-wide, program to support a school curriculum for tsunami safety education. This conclusion was supported by our knowledge of a standardized national curriculum for Chile. However, when we interviewed a teacher in Iloca, she had never heard of the SHOA Terremotos y Tsunamis O Maremotos curriculum and instead had taken upon herself to develop and present a curriculum for all hazards including tsunamis. While this single data point suggests that there is a need for further investigation in Chile regarding the use of the standardized tsunami curriculum, the message for U.S. Coastal communities is clear: teaching children about tsunami safety is of the highest priority, and it can happen without formal institutional support.

Seminars/Workshops. In one coastal community, Iloca, many interviewees mentioned seminars conducted by staff from Talca University as a primary source of information regarding tsunami safety. The format of these seminars was similar to that presented by NWS staff in that they involved powerpoint slides and provided basic safety information like: “if you feel a strong earthquake that lasts for a long time, a tsunami is likely”. Interestingly, men did not seem to participate in the seminars very much but still had the information. We concluded that men learned the information through family and social networks. These observations support the existing NWS practice of providing seminars, and specifically support their effectiveness even though they often only reach a small percentage of community members.

Physical barriers to evacuation. All regions of the U.S. Should be carefully reviewed for cases where coastal residents or visitors cannot reach high ground soon enough to avoid tsunami inundation. See the blog description Day 8.

NOAA Weather Radio (NWR). The lessons learned from Radio Bio Bio have some relevance to the role that NWR can play after an event has occurred. The two screaming messages from Radio Bio Bio's experience are that silence should be avoided at all costs, and that the silence should be filled with meaningful information. While the NWS already recognizes the importance of keeping NWR functioning, some thought needs to be given to what would be broadcast in the hours and days following an event. Without advanced planning, NWR may simply default to providing the weather forecast when there is more urgent information that could be provided. Examples of information that could be provided by NWR includes: which radio stations are providing information, where to find medications, which roads are impassable, where meeting places have been designated, information about the recent event, and where food and water is being disturbed.

Coastal Campgrounds. The message from the event in Chile is tragically clear: Special care must be given to the education of visitors to tsunami hazard areas in the U.S. This education must be aggressive and must use active methods whenever possible. An example of an aggressive method would be to place tsunami signs above urinals and on stall doors in bathrooms – making them difficult to ignore.
example of a active method, where applicable, would be to train park staff to provide verbal and written education information to campers when they check in. Additional recommendations will be developed in the coming weeks.

Connecting earthquakes and tsunamis, and the natural warning. A strong majority of interviewees, all locals, knew that the strong earthquake indicated a tsunami would occur, and to therefore evacuate immediately. Evidence indicates that visitors to the coast did not make this connection. In the case where they were warned, by the police, for example, they survived. In the cases where there was no opportunity to warn visitors, there were significant fatalities. The message for the U.S. Is clear: for regions where a significant near-field tsunami threat exists, education that focuses on people responding based on a felt earthquake is of the highest importance. This should be a mandatory part of the efforts in some states to work with parks to attain Tsunami Ready status. The only thing worse than losing people to a tsunami in a park, is losing them in a park that has been recognized as Tsunami Ready.

Set nature of tsunamis. The Chilean event, the 1960 and 2006 tsunamis in Crescent City, and others, continue to suggest that people are not understanding that tsunamis last for a long time. Our messaging is not working, and this team concludes that the problem is we are not addressing the temporal non-homogeneous nature of tsunami wave arrival times. People are lulled into a false sense of security when an hour or two passes with no additional waves. All organizations and agencies involved with outreach and education efforts must address this in our messaging and in the wording of our warning products. Interestingly, this is aspect of tsunamis is very similar to that of sneaker waves that claim many lives on the West Coast each year. There may be an opportunity, and benefits, to cross utilization of phrases and wording.

Drills. In coastal communities where drills had taken place before this event, many interviewees mentioned that the drills enabled them to remain calm during the earthquake and to evacuate effectively. In contrast, some community members in Constitución evacuated so hastily that they didn’t even put shoes on. This actually slowed their evacuation because they had to walk through debris and broken glass. Giving people calmness an the resultant clarity of mind needed to make decisions in a stressful situation is a recognized benefit of drills. While drills are already a best practice for Tsunami Ready communities in the U.S., their actual use is limited. Drills should be conducted more aggressively, especially for schools and other public facilities in the tsunami hazard zone.

3) Suggestions for UNESCO/ITST coordination
Preplanning in countries likely to experience a tsunami. It is an enormous job for affected countries to respond to a disaster, carry out preliminary reconnaissance, and host a deluge of international scientists who wish to study the area. If countries likely to have tsunamis would pre-identify a structure and contact points, in-country capacity for obtaining maps, GIS products, educational products and programs, and update these information regularly (or annually), this would ease the logistics burden when a tsunami does hit. UNESCO and/or ITIC would hold this information and be able to coordinate an ITST more efficiently. A good example of preplanning efforts is the earthquake clearinghouse effort in the US: http://www.eqclearinghouse.org/

Providing badges for ITST teams. We hope that the identification badges our group used for this survey effort becomes standard operating procedure. They were extremely useful in gaining access to damaged areas, at road blocks and in talking with officials. Information on how/where to get police clearances and any other logistical or safety information would also be very useful.

Compiling a general information letter/document for ITST. ITST groups have changed over the past two decades with the increasing prominence of tsunamis and larger numbers of participants. Both seasoned veterans and people who haven’t been involved before may be confused about the logistical

4) Suggestions for further study  
Impacts of inundation on estuaries and river systems. One area where little is known is how to treat large estuaries and rivers in tsunami events – both in terms of how far upstream a tsunami penetrates, and the ecosystem response.

Impacts and slope adjustments to uplift. Select several coastal rivers and monitor adjustments in areas of uplift.

Chronicle the recovery process. Measure the progress of rebuilding, business activity, etc.

Gather information of tourist response.

Quantitative social science study of the factors that promoted/inhibited evacuation.
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Appendix 1
HSU-ITST team members:
• Lori Dengler, Geology Department, Humboldt State University, Arcata, CA USA: a geophysicist, Professor and Chair of the HSU Geology Department, and an expert in tsunami hazard assessment, mitigation, and outreach. She has participated in five previous International Tsunami Survey Teams (1998 Papua New Guinea, 2001 Southern Peru, 2005 Indonesia, 2006 Crescent City, 2009 Samoa) and numerous North Coast earthquake studies. She was the lead author of the recently released booklet "Living on Shaky Ground: How to Survive Earthquakes and Tsunamis in Northern California," available online at www.humboldt.edu/shakyground.
• Troy Nicolini, National Weather Service Eureka F, CA USA: an engineer by training, currently the Warning Coordination Meteorologist at the Eureka NWS Forecast Office. Troy is responsible for Weather Service outreach programs (including tsunamis) in Humboldt, Del Norte and Mendocino Counties and coordinator for the three Live Code tsunami communications tests. Troy oversees the TsunamiReady recognition program in Northern California and is co-chair of the Redwood Coast Tsunami Work Group.
• Sebastian Araya, Stillwater Sciences, Berkeley, CA USA: An expert in geospatial analysis and a native of Chile, was the first undergraduate to participate in an International Tsunami Survey Team when he accompanied Dengler to Peru in 2001. He also led a Japanese tsunami team in 2002 researching tsunami mitigation systems in south-central Chile and was part of a tsunami reconnaissance effort to the Aysen area of southernmost Chile in 2007.
• Francisco Luna, independent journalist, Santiago, Chile
• Nicholas Graehl, Geology Department, Humboldt State University, Arcata, CA USA: a graduate student in the HSU Environmental Systems – Geology option program, Graehl was part of a number of tsunami-related projects while an undergrad, including staffing the Earthquake-Tsunami Room at the Humboldt County Fair (2006-2008), conducting a study of tsunami evacuation times on the Samoa Peninsula and completing a senior thesis project on tsunami deposits in the Crescent City vicinity. He is currently researching paleo-tsunami deposits in southern Oregon for his master’s project.
Appendix 2
Itinerary
March 26: UNESCO briefing, Santiago
March 27: drive to Concepción. Interview with Moises Molina, Curicó.
March 28: Concepción area, interview with Radio Bio Bio, visit Hualpén, Lota.
March 29: Concepción area, interviews with marine ecologist, municipality planners, GIS specialist, Universidad de Concepción geography professor.
March 30: Tomé, Dichato, Cobquecura, Curanipe, Buchupureo, Pelluhue.
April 1: Iloca, Duao, Pichilemu
April 2: Pichilemu, Santiago
April 3: UNESCO post team briefing, Santiago
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Contact type</th>
<th>Email</th>
<th>phone</th>
<th>note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moisés Molina</td>
<td>Policeman 'Primera Comisaría Curicó' (Main coordinator of Iloca evacuation)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>(56 75) 275000</td>
<td>Interested in Tsunami education booklets / address: Calle San Martín, 610, Curicó Chile / 075-275002, public relations of the 'Prefectura de Curicó, use that phone number to make sure the materials arrived.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>María Filomena Torres</td>
<td>Mutual de Seguridad (responsible for Tsunami education)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
<td>Policeman at Curicó indicated her as the person in charge of Tsunami education (among other things).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauro Mosciatti</td>
<td>Director Radio Bío Bio</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mmo@laradio.cl">mmo@laradio.cl</a></td>
<td>(56 41) 2624600</td>
<td>He wants that all studies and reports come back to the region, schools, municipalities; perhaps make a presentation in the radio and/or the communities; He is also interested in the complete UNESCO report, both physical and social.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eduardo Jaramillo</td>
<td>Marine Ecology professor at Universidad Austral (UACH)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:edojaramillo@gmail.com">edojaramillo@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>(56 9) 79378070</td>
<td>Academic contact regarding the effects of Tsunamis on estuary ecology; no materials to send, just follow for his data; he has many cross-section data taken just a month or two before the earthquake; he said his willing to share that data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sergio Baeriswyl</td>
<td>Urban planner - 'Intendencia de Concepción' (regional government)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:sbaeriswyl@vtr.net">sbaeriswyl@vtr.net</a></td>
<td>(56 9) 85298916</td>
<td>Interested in Tsunami education booklets; Tsunami building codes (links); full UNESCO reports; and any other relevant information such as Nicks evacuation models; the where VERY interested in our cooperation and support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivan Cartes</td>
<td>Urban planner - 'Intendencia de Concepción' (regional government)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:icartes@ubiobio.cl">icartes@ubiobio.cl</a></td>
<td></td>
<td>same as above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Igor Bacigaluppi</td>
<td>GIS Director MINVU - Concepción</td>
<td><a href="mailto:igor.bacigaluppi@gmail.com">igor.bacigaluppi@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>(56 9) 94199606</td>
<td>Interested in Nick's evacuation models; possible opportunity for Nick to do a workshop in the BIO-BIO region;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar Cifuentes</td>
<td>Geography department University of</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ocifuen@udec.cl">ocifuen@udec.cl</a></td>
<td>(56 9) 90891030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Position/Contact Information</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>Email</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concepción</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlos Vera</td>
<td>Buchupureo Fireman (56 42) 1971859</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interested in Tsunami education booklets; magnets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamara Durán</td>
<td>Community organizer of Pelluhue (Pelluhue library project) <a href="mailto:tamararte@hotmail.com">tamararte@hotmail.com</a></td>
<td>(56 9)</td>
<td>79927063</td>
<td>Interested in Tsunami education booklets; magnets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diego Clemente</td>
<td>Political advisor (Concejal) Pelluhue &amp; Director Radio ‘Primicia’ <a href="mailto:gottomania@radioprimicia.cl">gottomania@radioprimicia.cl</a></td>
<td>(56 73)</td>
<td>541114</td>
<td>Interested in Tsunami education booklets; magnets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabián Pérez</td>
<td>Education director Municipalidad of Constitución <a href="mailto:faperr@gmail.com">faperr@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>(56 9)</td>
<td>84332725</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugo Tillería</td>
<td>Mayor of Constitución <a href="mailto:alcalde@constitucion.cl">alcalde@constitucion.cl</a></td>
<td>(56 71)</td>
<td>671320 - 671317 - 675053</td>
<td>same as above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigo Ormeño Chavez</td>
<td>Community organizer &amp; Youth education support member (JUNAEB) <a href="mailto:rodripur@hotmail.com">rodripur@hotmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interested in Samoa's debris recycling process; Tsunami education booklets; magnets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carla Jimenez Rojas</td>
<td>Teacher at new &quot;modular&quot; K to 8 school in Duao na</td>
<td></td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>see below</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlos Pavez</td>
<td>Communal Director of Education (D.A.E.M) na</td>
<td>(56 75)</td>
<td>558309</td>
<td>This is the contact to send education materials to the Duao school: Tsunami education booklets; magnets; Copy of Chile's seismic standard curriculum (Lori please provide the right name)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Garcia</td>
<td>Owner Bahia Velero <a href="mailto:josan_ga@hotmail.com">josan_ga@hotmail.com</a></td>
<td>(41) 268-3014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Troy will contact and document recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Macowan Goma</td>
<td>Universidad Catolica de Valparaiso <a href="mailto:lesliemacowan@hotmail.com">lesliemacowan@hotmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Will provide us with information on velocity study of Pelluhue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 4: Example GIS-based evacuation model for Fairhaven California

The following study was used to study the feasibility of building an artificial tsunami evacuation berm in Fairhaven, California.

The community of Fairhaven (pop. 200) is located at the southern end of the Samoa Peninsula in Humboldt County, California. Fairhaven experienced minor flooding from the 1964 Alaska tele-tsunami and lies within the inundation zone of numerical models for tsunamis generated by the Cascadia subduction zone. The highest elevations in the community are about 8 meters which potentially exposes the community to high velocity waves and tsunami inundation. This study modeled the evacuation times to reach the nearest designated evacuation area in the adjacent community of Samoa by foot, to determine if this time frame is realistic in the event of a tsunami evacuation. We used a GIS to generate a Cost Weighted Surface that takes into account distance, physical objects such as buildings, lakes, rivers and other obstructions, and elevation. The Spatial Analyst extension in ArcGIS along with 1 meter resolution NAIP imagery was used to construct a land-use polygon shapefile for the Samoa Peninsula. Slope values were imported into the Cost Weighted Surface with 5 meter resolution DEM’s of the Humboldt Bay area. Land-use and slope were reclassified to contain speed values based on the type of surface or slope a pedestrian would walk over. Land-use was reclassified based on walking speed values attained in the field while slope values were reclassified based on Laghi and Cavalletti’s criteria. Land-use and slope were then combined to create the final Cost Weighted Surface. Two evacuation time maps were created: one modeled pedestrian evacuation time to Samoa’s official evacuation site and the other to a proposed evacuation site located within Fairhaven. The generated evacuation time maps show that evacuation times generally increase radially as the distance from the evacuation sites increases. However, this is untrue where slope and land use characteristics have more of an influence on evacuation time than distance. Maximum pedestrian evacuation times decreased from nearly two hours to reach the Samoa evacuation site to less than 17 minutes for the proposed Fairhaven site. The results illustrate that evacuation times for the residents of Fairhaven are considerably less when an evacuation site is located in close proximity to their town and unrealistic when evacuees have to walk to Samoa. This study is being used to promote a pilot project with Humboldt County and the Army Corps of Engineers to study the feasibility of an elevated tsunami evacuation berm at the proposed evacuation site.
Appendix 5: Examples of materials including earthquakes and tsunamis:

Refrigerator magnet:
Suggested Spanish translation:

EN CASO DE TERREMOTO DIRÍJASE A UN TERRENO ELEVADO or (A TIERRAS ELEVADAS)
Si siente un sismo fuerte
* Protéjase durante las “sacudidas” fuertes or (los movimientos fuertes)
AGÁCHESE, CÚBRASE y AGÁRRESE
* Cuando sea seguro moverse, diríjase a un terreno elevado (cerros).
NO ESPERE A LAS ALERTAS OFICIALES
* Permanezca en los terrenos elevados - las olas pueden seguir llegando por más de 8 horas
Vuelva a la costa sólo cuando se lo permitan las autoridades.

Icons:
Inside:

About Tsunamis
A tsunami is a series of waves or surges usually caused by an earthquake beneath the sea floor. Tsunamis can cause great loss of life and property damage where they come ashore.
- The first wave is about the largest.
- Successive waves may be spaced ten or more minutes apart and continue arriving for many hours.

Two Ways to Find Out a Tsunami May Be Coming:
Natural Warning
Strong ground shaking, a loud ocean roar, or the water receding unusually fast exposing the sea floor, are all Nature's warnings that a tsunami may be coming. If you observe any of these natural warning signs, immediately move to higher ground or inland. Safe areas are shown in gray on the map on the reverse side. Stay away from low areas until told by emergency personnel that the danger has passed. A tsunami may arrive within minutes of any of these natural warning signs and may last for 8 hours or longer.

Official Warning
You may be notified that a Tsunami Warning has been issued by TV and radio stations, mayonnaise, or by cellular phone text messages. Follow the directions of emergency personnel who may ask you to evacuate low-lying coastal areas.

Both Natural and Official warnings are equally important. Respond to whatever you hear or observe first!

What Areas are at Risk?
Beaches and low lying areas close to the coast such as lagoons, bays and river mouths are at greatest risk. The map on the reverse side shows areas you should leave after feeling an earthquake with strong ground shaking. If you are in a safe area, stay where you are.

What if I am Outside the Map Area?
Go to an area 100 feet above sea level or 2 miles inland, away from the coast. If you cannot get this far, go as high as possible. Every foot inland or upwards makes a difference.

How Do I Know if an Earthquake is Big Enough to Cause a Tsunami?
Protect yourself during the earthquake.
- If you are on the beach and feel an earthquake, no matter how small, immediately move inland or to high ground.
- In other low lying areas, COUNT how long the earthquake lasts. If you count 20 seconds or more of very strong ground shaking and are located in a tsunami hazard zone, evacuate as soon as it is safe to do so.

GO ON FOOT.
- Roads and bridges may be damaged by strong ground shaking. Avoid downed power lines.

If evacuation is impossible, go to the upper floor of a sturdy building or climb a tree — this should only be used as a last resort.

Be Prepared
- Know the best evacuation route
- Walk your route — practice walking your route at night and in stormy weather
- Discuss emergency plans with family, coworkers and neighbors
- Consider how to evacuate pets — such as dogs on leashes and cats in carriers
- Plan to evacuate; help neighbors
- Prepare a disaster emergency kit
- Take first aid and CPR training — learn more about disaster preparations

©Humboldt Earthquake Education Center August 2009

How to Survive a Tsunami
IN HUMBOLDT COUNTY

Protect Yourself During the Earthquake

DO NOT WAIT FOR AN OFFICIAL WARNING

Move to High Ground or Inland as Soon as You Can

IN CASE OF EARTHQUAKE GO TO HIGHER GROUND

Stay There

Tsunami Evacuation Zone
Humboldt Bay Region

How to use this map
Locate where you live, work and play. If you are in the yellow area, evacuate by foot immediately after feeling a large earthquake. Use the map to guide you to the gray safe areas. If you are in a gray zone, stay where you are — you are not at risk of a tsunami.

Leaving Tsunami Hazard Zone
Signs are placed on roads near where you cross from the gray tsunami evacuation zone into the yellow tsunami evacuation zone.

Entering Tsunami Hazard Zone
Signs are placed on roads near where you cross from the yellow tsunami evacuation zone into the gray safe area.

This map is intended to support tsunami evacuation planning and should not be used for any other purposes. It may be changed or updated as additional scientific information becomes available.
Appendix 6: Blog posts (posted at humboldt.edu/rctwg) – for the general public

Day 1: Wednesday, March 24

Made it as far as Petaluma on the first leg of our trip to Chile. In addition to me, the group includes Troy Nicolini, the Warning Coordination Meteorologist of the Eureka NWS office – an engineer by background, and the coordinator of today’s Live code tsunami warning communications test, and Nick Graehl, geology grad student whose thesis project is studying the tsunami hazard in Yaquina Bay near Newport, Oregon.

The first lesson I’ve learned is not to schedule a tsunami test at the same time as a post-tsunami survey expedition. Troy has been up to his ears with all of the details of a three county live Emergency Alert System (EAS) test, siren activations, civil air patrol flyovers and we’ve both been busy with a massive educational campaign. The big danger with a Live Code test is that someone might be confused and think a real tsunami is on its way. For the test, I was stationed in Crescent City and had to be at a briefing at 8 AM. We won’t know how successful the test was until all of the information comes in over the next few days, but I was impressed with what I saw of Del Norte County’s full-scale evacuation drill. Definitely very noisy at 10:15 when the sirens went off. The best moment for me was when all of the students and staff from St. Josephs school showed up. Tsunami aware children can be real heroes in tsunami events. Tillie Smith, aged 10, saved 100 people in Thailand in 2004 when she recognized the unusual wave activity as a possible tsunami and alerted people to get off the beach, and in the Chile earthquake, 12 year old Martina Maturana, rang the village bell alerting most of the inhabitants of Robinson Crusoe Island. This is a story we hope to learn more about.

After the test, Troy was contacted by a number of reporters. The furthest was a woman from Chile who had heard about our test on the internet. So now we have a Chilean media person to meet with in Santiago.

---

Days 2 and 3: Thursday and Friday, March 25 & 26

Petaluma to San Francisco to Dallas to Santiago. Flights on time but we almost weren’t. After all the years and miles of flying, I pulled a real beginner’s error – confusing the departure and boarding times. We were casually enjoying our dinner in an airport pub and we pulled out tickets to compare seats and discovered that boarding had begun 40 minutes ago and the gates were closing in 10. I think we were the last group on the plane. Because we made it, it’s a good story.

Sebastian Araya joined us in Dallas. Sebastian took my Natural Disasters Class in Fall 2000. He was a geography major at Humboldt and a terrific cartographer, a native of Chile and very interested in hazards. He was the top student in my class that term, and one of the top 2 or 3 who have ever taken that class from me. After the class, I continued to rely on Sebastian’s map-making skills for other projects and in the summer of 2001 when a magnitude 8.4 earthquake occurred in southern Peru, it took me about 10 seconds to decide I wanted Sebastian to accompany me on the International Tsunami Survey Team that Emile Okal of Northwestern was putting together. Sebastian was the hero of that trip, doing most of the surveys with survivors and managing to get our four-wheel drive out of a very precarious situation in the sand that another driver had gotten us into. After leaving Humboldt, Sebastian went on to get a Masters at the University of Colorado studying urban runoff problems in Santiago. After the Peru survey in 2001, he assisted a Japanese tsunami team in Chile in 2002, and went to Aysen in southern Chile in 2007 to study a landslide-generated tsunami.

No time to log on until Friday evening. We arrived in Santiago this morning after an 11 hour red eye. Earthquake signs all over the airport – missing ceiling tiles and cracks in the walls and ceilings and almost all the vendors (restaurants, rental cars, gift shops) have been moved to tents in the parking lot. But other than the airport, signs of a magnitude 8.8 earthquake are surprisingly rare in the city. A number of the pedestrian bridges were damaged and there is tape blocking certain areas but you’d never notice that anything is out of the ordinary.
We spent most of the day in a briefing organized by UNESCO and Laura Kong of the International Tsunami Information Center. It was very useful. We got reports from 4 teams who have recently finished their reconnaissance work – gave us a good foundation to build on. Three early themes seem to be emerging:

1) Most deaths were caused by the tsunami, and the most vulnerable populations to the tsunami were people camping on an island in the Constitución area or other low-lying coastal areas. At least 50% of the tsunami victims appear to have been campers – we’ll try to pin this down. The earthquake struck on a very special day – a time of celebration just before fall with local celebrations, camping trips and fireworks. If the same earthquake had occurred a few weeks later, or even during the week, the casualties numbers may have been cut in half. This really points out a problem for us on the North Coast – think Gold Bluffs beach. We need to work much harder at educating the out of town camping populations.

2) There was a long time between successive surges, and in some locations, the largest surges may have been as much as four hours after the earthquake. There were a number of examples of people returning to the coast thinking it was over only to run to high ground as another surge rolled in. We’ve been preaching the long duration of a tsunami for many years, but now we’re thinking of adding “Tsunamis are tricky – just when you think the danger may be over, more waves may come surging in”.

3) The peak water heights along the south central Chile coast are apparently very variable. In the 2004 Sumatra earthquake, one of the things that really struck me was the uniformity of the inundation zone. The 40 to 60 foot zone of stripped vegetation and exposed bedrock made it look like a ring around the bathtub that extended nearly 100 miles. In some places it was higher, but the general uniformity was very impressive. This tsunami seems to have been much patchier – high splash areas and then just around the corner much lower values. The tsunami scientists and modelers will have much to work on coming up with explanations.

Tomorrow we head to the coast.

---

**Day 4: Saturday, March 27**

Drove from Santiago to Concepción today – a distance of about 300 miles and a latitude change equivalent to going from the Salton Sea to Santa Cruz. It was my first chance to see the Chilean countryside. The first part of the drive reminded me a lot of the Beaumont – Banning area and Concepción area seems very like the San Mateo coast. Chile turns your head around both in terms of directions and in seasons. It is a very linear country – the populated corridor bounded by the Andes and the coastal range. Sebastian says that people give directions according to North, South, Up, and Down. It’s just past the autumn equinox, days are getting short and one of the consequences of the earthquake is that the switch from Daylight Savings time to Standard time was postponed a few weeks to help the reconstruction effort.

As we drove south, earthquake damage became more prevalent. At first we only noticed some cracks along the road margins and soil slips on bridge overpass abutments. Then the road damage became more severe, some bridges completely down, and noticeable damage to adobe buildings. In Curicó, all of the adobe buildings appeared to be damaged, many tiles were off roofs, and piles of debris still sat on sidewalks. But it is still impressive how many structures are undamaged.

The reason for our detour into Curicó was in pursuit of an interview with the policeman who helped to save Iloca. Iloca is a small coastal village about 50 miles away from Curicó. We had read in the newspapers how this policeman had helped to save the people of Iloca by using his bullhorn to urge people to go to high ground. I’ve been interested in local tsunami heroes for some time and I really wanted to see if we could find this person and learn what had motivated him to take the actions he did. The problem - he was no longer stationed in Iloca. Much of the year only a few hundred people live there but during the summer, vacationers swell the ranks to a thousand. Rather than maintain a large enough year-round police force to handle the summer visitors, police from neighboring municipalities
are rotated in to help coastal towns like Iloca in the peak periods. Our policeman was one of these extra summer officials. Fortunately, the newest member of our team is Francisco (Pancho) Luna. Pancho is a Childhood friend of Sebastian’s and an investigative journalist. It took him about ten phone calls and 45 minutes to track down his whereabouts and lead us into the heart of Curicó.

What ensued was an extraordinary interview. We spent over a half hour listening to his story and it will take us some time to complete a transcript and pull out all of the details, but there are several points that emerged right away. First, he had no particular training in tsunamis or natural warning signs. He was from an inland community and had no cultural history or oral tradition about tsunamis. But he had been stationed in Valparaiso for 5 years during the time that tsunami hazard signs had been posted there. He had also participated in a number of drills and training exercises for other types of emergencies. In the early morning hours of February 27, he was able to see the ocean quite clearly because of the full moon. He didn’t immediately associate the strong ground shaking with a tsunami (the Valparaiso signs didn’t mention earthquakes), but he noticed the water becoming agitated and that reminded him of the signs so he organized the other police and they notified the town. He also had the instinct to keep people in the evacuation area until he got official notification that the danger period had passed. As a result of his actions, no one died and no one got hurt even though the town was destroyed.

---

Day 5: Sunday, March 28

Felt three earthquakes today, the first two while interviewing the Director of Radio Bío Bío and the third during a rest stop in Lota. They were gentle vibrations but a reminder that we are still in the midst of a vigorous aftershock sequence. I’m glad we are staying in a new Holiday Inn Express that doesn’t seem to have a single crack from the main shock. Not my normal style – but here I’ll take a well-engineered structure over quaint or rustic any day.

We spent the morning in downtown Concepción on the track of Radio Bío Bío. This is another one of those wonderful stories of an organization filling a vital need when almost all forms of communications were down. Pancho came through once again by arranging for us to talk to the director. Radio Bío Bío is an institution in Chile – around 40 radio stations throughout the country and currently celebrating its 40th anniversary. These are commercial stations that have a long tradition of community service and involvement. The director of the Concepción station is a civil engineer by training with a long interest in preparedness. About 5 years ago, he began to feel that Concepción was overdue for another strong earthquake. Concepción has a long earthquake history – hit by at least 5 major earthquakes between 1570 and 1750, and in 1751 so badly damaged that the entire city was moved further inland to its present site.

Concerned that another major earthquake might come soon spurred the radio station to secure all of the equipment in the studio, purchase a generator and even stock food and water. The preparedness actions paid off - the studio suffered no damage in the 8.8 mainshock and was back on the air within 20 minutes. For at least two days, it was the only station on the air throughout the region of strongest shaking. The station dropped all of its normal programming and went to information sharing 24-7 – no ads and no music. When a listener called in to see if someone could locate a needed prescription, the station became an informal connector of the medically needy to the needed supplies. When people couldn’t find a loved one, the station broadcast the information widely. When a large aftershock occurred a week later, even the Navy realized that the quickest way to get their tsunami message out to the public was via Radio Bío Bío. The station is filled with banners, flowers, and testimonials from the public with thanks for the critical role it has played. Even their return to normal programming was carefully planned – no ads or music for the first 8 days, then a gradual insertion of carefully chosen music.

Afterwards we spent an hour on a quick tour of downtown Concepción. At first glance, it survived the February earthquake remarkably well. The overwhelming majority of buildings are still standing and many with no apparent damage. But a closer look reveals that almost every brick/adobe building is
seriously compromised. I’ve never seen such a clear example of the selectivity of an earthquake to pluck all the weak structures. There were a few spectacular examples of newer buildings that failed, but the overwhelming majority looked fine. Infrastructure – roads, bridges and pipes – did not fare as well and no question that construction crews will be busy for some time.

---

**Day 6: Monday, March 29**

Another aftershock just as I was going to bed but nothing today so far. It was a very busy day of interviews. We are so fortunate to have Sebastian and Pancho in the group. Sebastian knows the kind of information I am looking for and Pancho can track just about anything down. The first interview was with a coastal ecology professor from Valdivia. He has been studying the ecosystems of Chilean coasts for decades and had just finished surveying his lines in February. We were lucky that he had just made it to Concepción in the process of resurveying all of the lines post earthquake. He hasn’t completed the surveys or analyzed the data yet, but his perception is that the land level changes are very irregular with some areas uplifted a couple of meters and others nearby showing little or no change. He was surprised that there were no ecologists on the international survey teams he has met. There’s a real need for this discipline – the changes to ecosystems caused by uplift or subsidence, high velocity water, sand deposition and scour, and the influx of marine waters into estuaries needs to be documented and long term adjustment to the altered circumstances tracked.

Interview two was with two urban planners from Concepción whose responsibility was urban design. They reported that of 996 buildings four stories or higher, seven were damaged so severely as to require demolition and only one had collapsed to the point where people couldn’t walk out of it. Note – this contradicts a report by Peter Yanev who is quoted in the media as saying 20% of Concepcion’s tall buildings were severely damaged. I don’t know where he got his data from but it doesn’t agree with what we’ve seen or heard so far. This is a good time to emphasize the preliminary nature of our observations. Our emphasis isn’t engineering and a number of earthquake engineers have been here – I’m interested in what they have to say. The planners also told us that, like California, designing and planning for earthquakes has long included regulations and well-defined best practices. But tsunamis, in spite of Chile’s relatively high frequency of tsunami events compared to most other countries, have not received similar treatment. There are no prohibitions or regulations on building within inundation zones. The planning dilemma now is how to treat reconstruction of the inundated areas. The coastal land is valuable and there will be pressure to rebuild. There are discussions about permanent relocations of some communities. There is historic precedent – they told us that the relocation of all of Concepción after the 1751 earthquake was in part due to the tsunami damage.

Interview three was with a geospatial analyst responsible for the city housing and other building stock. I have been impressed with the scientific, engineering, and technical capacity of the country. This includes GIS. But while the capability is top notch, not all agencies have embraced its benefits. The earthquake and tsunami may have helped to overcome this resistance as the benefits of tracking the status of structures and reconstruction have become obvious. They are also using geospatial techniques to map the inundation zone using wetness and sand/mud signatures. The analyst was very interested in Nick’s Fairhaven evacuation time GIS modeling project and wanted to explore trying a similar approach in Concepción.

Our last interview was with a Geography professor at the Universidad de Concepción. After the earthquake there was a complete breakdown in communication and civil authority. He described the chaos of the first two days before the military arrived. The military took over most governmental functions including geospatial support for response crews. A problem was that the military wasn’t equipped to map at scales larger than 1:25,000. Our professor had geospatial expertise and past military experience and when he volunteered to help, was quickly put to work assembling an ad hoc team of GIS experts (including our interviewee #3) to provide the needed products. What I found most interesting was his final comment – the need for better education of the decision makers on how to respond to an
event that knocks out all of the structural layers they normally depend on. For two days there was no government presence and no decisions made. It was a very hard time to be in Concepción.

---

**Day 7: Tuesday, March 30**

Left Concepción and headed north. We wanted to spend a day in Talcahuano but our time is too short and I figure that many other teams will work there. Talcahuano is Chile’s largest port and I know the COPRI team that should arrive next week will probably spend most of their time in that area. Still it would have been interesting to see the impacts on a major port. Driving north around the Bahía de Concepción we first went to Tome, a fishing/tourist town on the south facing part of the bay. The tsunami had very little impact – reaching only a few meters in height and causing almost no damage to structures. Tome did have tsunami evacuation route signs. The signs were jointly funded by the town and the local school and school children helped to install the signs. Some signs even have the name of the school sponsor written on them.

Then up and over the hill to the town of Dichato on a north facing bay only a few miles away from Tome. The picture was entirely different. Over 80% of the town was demolished, and only the buildings on the higher hills were spared. In one area, the tsunami had swept inland about 2 miles depositing a boat in a large field. Up till now, we’ve seen little tsunami damage. We’ve spent most of our time talking with officials and eyewitnesses outside of the tsunami zone. Dichato was walking into ground zero – and for Troy, Nick and Pancho, their first experience of major tsunami devastation. I never get used to it – seeing marks of impact or debris in trees 15 or 20 feet high and the strewn remnants of peoples lives on the ground, in trees, and in the water. The tsunami in Dichato did not level all structures like the 2004 tsunami in Aceh – a number of stronger structures were still standing but had you been even on the second floor, you wouldn’t have survived because the water was too high. We don’t know the official death toll in Dichato – the Chilean government is still sorting through the numbers and won’t release the data until all possibilities of double counting and trying to locate the missing is completed. We talked to a number of survivors and their perception was that most residents knew to go to high ground. Some people had experienced the 1960 earthquake as children. It was centered further south but they remembered the ground shaking very clearly. The 1960 tsunami was fairly small in Dichato, and one person refused to evacuate this time on the basis that the 1960 tsunami wasn’t very big. Bad decision – he didn’t survive. Past experience can be a hindrance if you expect the next event to be exactly like the last. We talked to the owner of a small hotel who told us that the magnitude of the earthquake was really 9.2 and the government was saying it was an 8.8 in order to avoid paying more damage costs. It was his contention that if the magnitude were over 9, the Chilean government would be required to pay for all of the damages to both public and private property. I heard very similar stories back in 1994 when I was doing an intensity study of the Northridge earthquake and people told us that the US government made sure the magnitude was below 7 because over 7 meant FEMA would be required to pay out more.

After Dichato we left the coast, driving on narrow, winding roads very reminiscent of the Sonoma or Mendocino coast. The towns were small and had many badly damaged adobe structures. At Buchupureo the volunteer fire department pulled their two fire engines out after the earthquake, sounded the sirens and drove around the town picking people up and taking them to high ground. Further north, Curanipe was a camp ground tragedy. According to a surfer we talked to, there were nearly 500 people camping and many were swept away. He saw at least 30 bodies laid out in the church afterwards. The campgrounds was located at the edge of town close to the coast and, unlike Iloca, no one tried to notify the campers. An added complication – the campground was located in a grove of trees and the earthquake knocked limbs down. Some of the campers went to the beach to get away from the hazard of tree fall.
We ended the day at Pelluhue – a gorgeous beach town that was very hard hit. Our hotel is on a bluff about 60 feet high overlooking the ocean and the devastation. It’s a surreal view – calm ocean, lovely sunset, smashed houses and front end loaders picking up debris.

---

**Day 8: Wednesday, March 31**

Best night’s sleep so far – slept right through two aftershocks that everyone else was talking about this morning. Started the day out talking to a woman who lived in Pelluhue and lost her home and her parent’s home to the tsunami. She and her brother became more concerned about tsunamis after the Indian Ocean tsunami. Her brother had made an informal inundation map of the town based on elevation that showed their parents home at risk. The parents didn’t want to leave the area so she moved to a house nearby just to be able to help them if/when a tsunami came. They were a well-prepared family, knew how to evacuate and had plans and where to meet afterwards. The plans worked well on February 27 and all of them survived. Their neighbors didn’t fare as well, refused to evacuate and an older woman and child died. The woman felt a little guilty about surviving and was now trying to organize to community events to improve morale.

Most of the casualties in Pelluhue, like Curanipe, were campers. There was an informal camping area in the lowest area in the center of town. The radio station manager told us about 100 people died, mainly out-of-town visitors. The problem of educating tourists is common to all tsunami-prone areas and may be compounded by business concerns that pointing out the tsunami risk will deter vacationers. Pelluhue had posted tsunami evacuation signs and began holding tsunami evacuation drills after the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami. Two summers ago, the drill coincided with the peak of the tourist season and many tourists were reportedly upset by the drill and left the town. They hadn’t had another drill since then.

We crossed paths with a survey team from the architecture department of the Universidad Católica de Valparaiso. They were constructing a detailed map of the inundation zone, topography, and noting location and construction type of all the damaged structures. The plan is to develop a velocity model to explain the pattern and type of damage. We arranged to stay in touch electronically.

Next stop Constitución, heavily hit by both the earthquake and the tsunami. In many ways, the city was a remarkable success story. Constitución is a city of about 50,000 with many older brick and adobe buildings did not do very well in the earthquake. Driving through the city one month later was still a challenge because the bricks and debris piled on the roadway. Thanks to Pancho’s skills at contacting people were able to meet with the mayor and the head of education programs in the city.

Almost everyone in Constitución managed to evacuate. The one notable exception was where people were camping on island in the Rio Maule, enjoying the last weekend of summer and wanting a good location for the fireworks. The island, tantalizingly close to the main part of the city, was overrun by the third or fourth surge and swept away over 100 people. The people camping on the island had no high ground, no way to get off, and the eucalyptus trees on the island couldn’t be climbed. The mayor told us that although the city had a high level of tsunami awareness – their planning hadn’t identified all of the vulnerable areas in their evacuation planning and it hadn’t occurred to anyone how vulnerable the island was. We showed him Nick’s evacuation model as an example of an approach to identify problem zones and he was interested. (more on what happened on the island at [http://articles.latimes.com/2010/mar/21/world/la-fg-chile-survivor22-2010mar22](http://articles.latimes.com/2010/mar/21/world/la-fg-chile-survivor22-2010mar22) [http://www.cnn.com/2010/WORLD/americas/03/08/chile.sacrifice/?hpt=T1](http://www.cnn.com/2010/WORLD/americas/03/08/chile.sacrifice/?hpt=T1))

The island tragedy shouldn’t take away from the remarkable success evacuating the main part of town. About 40,000 people managed to successfully evacuate in the dark in a city filled with rubble and damaged structures. Off of the island, only 4 other people died, and according to the mayor, it was because they refused to leave. The city had a variety of tsunami education programs including evacuation signs, programs in schools, workshops, and drills. But even with successful evacuation, the
mayor emphasized two important lessons to incorporate into their future planning. First – many people on feeling the earthquake just ran. They didn’t think to put on shoes or grab jackets. Taking a minute to put on shoes would have saved them time and reduced injuries because the broken glass and rubble was very hard on bare feet. Second, very few people had any plans on how to contact other family members after they had evacuated. In some cases it took 3-4 days for people to re-unite. The mayor also noted the difficulties of engaging the business community. For the last several years, he had been trying to do a drill for the private sector. They had nearly set a date, but then the earthquake happened.

After Constitución, we drove inland and spent the night at a beautiful spot on Lake Vichuquén. Sebastian is a master at finding wonderful places at off season rates.

---

Day 9: Thursday, April 1

Last full field day. Started out by talking to the staff at the hotel what happened during the earthquake. They were full and there was a mixed response to what to do during the shaking. Some people moved to doorways but many went outside. No one had heard of “Drop, Cover, Hold-on”. But they were somewhat prepared – had a generator and the guests were fairly calm. The power was out for weeks and their credit card reader was still not up. This presented a problem as we didn’t have enough cash. Fortunately they were very easy going and just gave us their bank info in Santiago and told us to deposit the money when we got there. Can’t imagine that happening in many other places. The guests were stuck there until Tuesday (the earthquake was early Saturday) because landslides had closed the roads. We were told this happened in many places and some hotels didn’t charge their stuck clients. Fortunately they had plenty of food on hand and minimal damage – though I noticed it was nearly impossible to open/close the door to my room and the snooker table had a distinct undulation that wasn’t there before.

Off to Iloca, the town where the policeman we talked to on Day 4 had been stationed during the earthquake/tsunami. It was a crazy drive – off on a dirt road without the help of Susie, our GPS navigator. Troy had programmed her with a sweet female voice and Sebastian christened her sassy Susie. She helped us a lot in getting to Concepción, but was balky and difficult to use when we didn’t have a specific address and many of the roads weren’t in her data base. No help at all on the dirt roads between Vichuquén and Iloca – attempt 1 ended up fording a river to a dead end, attempt 2 went a couple miles past our turn and attempt 3 worked, but on the last turn a logging truck had turned too fast, the load had shifted and over they went. Fortunately the driver was ok.

The towns of Duao and Iloca were both heavily hit by the tsunami. We started out at the police station hoping to talk to some of the people who had worked with the policeman we had talked to earlier and have them show us their evacuation route. The station had been destroyed by the tsunami and the police were currently occupying a temporary modular building. Unfortunately for us, all of the staff who had been stationed in Iloca on February 27 had been re-stationed in inland communities because of their stress levels. It was considered too difficult for them to continue to be surrounded by the devastation of the tsunami. The man at the station explained what the route was so we decided to walk it and time it.

The official evacuation route that the police pointed out took over twenty minutes. Most of it was parallel to the beach. It made no sense to us. So we began to interview as many people as we could both about how they figured out it was important to evacuate and where they went. Turned out there had been many more preparedness efforts in Iloca than what we had heard from the policeman. This shouldn’t have been a surprise – he was a temporary visitor from inland and only stationed there during peak tourist times. A team from the University at Talca had been holding workshops in the town for several years. They sounded similar to Judy Warren’s Red Class course “Living on the Faultline and along the Coast” complete with preparing a grab-and-go bag to keep by the door. People were urged to figure out the best route to get to high ground within ten minutes from where they lived and everyone further from the official evacuation route just headed to the nearest inland site. The police actions did play a very
important role – they notified the people in the campground and other people who hadn’t evacuated. We
had lunch at, and talked to, the staff at the Hotel Iloca who were all from inland towns. They went
outside after the earthquake and just stood around not knowing what to do. The police came by and told
them to evacuate. If the police had not been pro-active, I think the locals would have all survived. But
their action clearly kept Iloca from becoming a Curanipe or Pelluhue where so many campers died. We
need to find out more about the Talca program, who ran it, and what it included.

Talking to the staff at the hotel gave us a different perspective on the event. The Hotel Iloca was
virtually untouched by either the earthquake or tsunami. It was right on the beach and only about 4
meters above mean sea level. Areas both to the north and south were devastated. Other research teams
have commented on the fingers of devastation this tsunami produced. In some areas it seems fairly easy
to understand the pattern – south of the epicentral region north facing beaches and bays were nailed and
south facing ones spared. But the Iloca pattern seems more complex. Troy talked to a retired scientific
photographer who spoke good English and spent his summers in Iloca. He observed the Humboldt
current reverse during the earthquake. The moon was full, and he was very familiar with observing the
predominant offshore current here and saw a distinct change from the normal northern flow to heading
south after the earthquake. Another story to further pursue as this could also affect the direction the
tsunami surges came in from.

In addition to the staff at Hotel Iloca, Sebastian and Pancho talked to several other business owners who
were very concerned about their future. There were a number of intact businesses – hotels, restaurants,
shops – that although open for business, had very few customers. They were concerned that the media
coverage of the Iloca damage had created the perception that the town was essentially closed. We
certainly had that perception and probably would not have stayed in Vichuquén if we had realized what
nice lodgings were available right in Iloca.

Our last stop was the brand new school in Duao. Before the earthquake/tsunami, there were three
elementary through junior high schools in the Lincantén municipality that includes Iloca an Duao. All
were damaged by the earthquake and the two coastal schools by the tsunami as well. For years the
district had hoped to build a new combined school but lacked the funds to do so. The earthquake created
the opportunity to make it happen. As a result of the help of businesses, the Canadian government and
the volunteer efforts of the community and construction crews, they built a new modular school (on high
ground) in one week. It was cheerful and well-organized and included a new computer lab that had not
existed in any of the old schools. We talked to the principal and she was concerned that some families
might not allow their children to return to school because of worries about aftershocks. Regionally, there
has been a sharp decrease in attendance in most schools within the earthquake area. The Duao school
staff went door–to–door explaining to families how well-equipped and safe the school was and when the
school opened a little over a week ago, we were told that attendance was nearly normal. Many of the
parents said they thought going back to school would be good for their students as so many were
placed and the parents stressed by the earthquake/tsunami impacts. Staff were also having difficulty
dealing with the aftermath and we were told the Red Cross was providing counseling services.

We asked what they taught about earthquakes and tsunamis in the schools. There isn’t much in text
books but many teacher voluntarily enrich the curriculum (sounds similar to California). What is
different is a national program called Operation Daisy that teaches hazards preparedness throughout the
country. What hazards are covered are chosen by the individual municipalities. For example Andean
schools might choose to teach landslides and volcanic hazards. We heard about Operation Daisy in
several other communities and it was our sense that most coastal districts teach earthquake and tsunami
safety in the program. This includes many drills and we heard a number of stories of school children
urging their parents to evacuate and showing them where to go during the February 27 event.
One big difference between Chile and California is what students and the public are told to do during an earthquake. At the Duao school, students are taught to gather in the center of the classroom (no Drop, Cover, Hold-on) and in the shaking last more than 20 seconds or so to evacuate the building while the ground is still shaking. A number of adults mentioned moving to doorways, suggesting that was what they had been taught, but the principal told us schools no longer make that suggestion.

Off to Pichilemu, a surfer’s mecca, for our last night on the coast. We are staying at the Waitara (a Maori name) no more than 10 feet above high tide. I asked the hotel manager where the tsunami evacuation route was and she said don’t worry, there won’t be a tsunami. I’m not so sure – put my shoes and computer backpack by the door and hung my headlamp on the bed post.

---

**Day 10: Friday, April 2**

Fortunately no strong earthquakes in the night so I didn’t have to try out my evacuation strategy. First access to internet in three days – but only if I sit out in the driveway near the manager’s building where the router is located. Amazing how quickly an inbox fills up in three days. We had a late morning – breakfast served on the porch in front of our rooms. The sky is clear and the community expectant of a large crowd of visitors for the three day weekend. It’s Good Friday, a national holiday, and many people from Santiago and other inland cities head to coastal towns. The towns from Pichelemu and north were not hard hit from the tsunami and are only a couple of hours drive from Santiago. The mood here is much different than in the towns further south, no one seems much interested in the earthquake or tsunami and there is an insistence that everything is normal. There’s an interesting video posted on Youtube from this area of a young man joking about the tsunami as it comes in. You can see how modest the waves are, but still enough to pull him under the water and struggle with the surges.

Afterwards, he is still hammering for the camera. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UI15TcydrD4

We arrive back in Santiago early afternoon and spend the rest of the day pouring through our notes. We have an exit briefing scheduled with UNESCO tomorrow afternoon. It’s good to have the deadline and get a preliminary report pulled together before we leave. I’m already thinking of the stack of work in my office I’ll face on Monday and know that the time to write up a summary report. Sebastian wanted us to experience the “gran lomito tomate palta completo” sandwich, a Santiago classic consisting of a bun the size of a plate stuffed with avocado, pork, sauerkraut, and about a ¼ cup of mayonnaise. His favorite restaurant was closed because of Good Friday, but we found a reasonable substitute. I can’t think of the right words to describe them. We made it through about half and boxed the rest for dinner.

---

**Day 11 – 12: Saturday and Sunday, April 3 & 4**

Troy, Nick, and I spent the morning working very hard to pull our report together. Pancho and Sebastian joined us after lunch to prepare for the exit briefing with ITIC and UNESCO staff. We identified factors that effected impacts and made a number of recommendations. In a nutshell, the factors that reduced impacts were:

- Public Awareness (drills, education programs, previous experience, signs, culture)
- Time of day, day of the week (earthquake)
- An educated public
- Engineered structures
- Availability of high ground (with a few exceptions)
- Altruism/heroism
- Resilient organizations like Radio Bio Bio.
- A developed country with technical, scientific, and engineering capacity.
- Availability of tsunami inundation maps for a number of areas.

Factors that exacerbated impacts

- A very large earthquake, damaged infrastructure (particularly roads and communication) and large near-source tsunami.
• Time of day, day of week, and time of year – this reduced earthquake impacts (people at home sleeping) but increased the tsunami exposure (people camping) and difficulties in evacuating (night).
• Inability of the normal response personnel (police, fire) to respond in urbanized areas like Concepción.
• Vulnerable campgrounds with no tsunami information.
• Lack of security delayed response for several days in some areas.
• Planning for tsunamis was lower priority than planning for earthquakes in urban areas.
• Variable education/outreach/signage/drills efforts. Extensive programs in some communities, few in others.
• Signage doesn’t connect the earthquake and the tsunami. Signs point out tsunami hazard zones, or tsunami evacuation routes but don’t mention that the ground shaking is the natural warning.
• Barriers to evacuation – no way to get off the island in Constitución.
• Worries about impacting tourism caused some resistance among business owners to tsunami education efforts.
• Ignorance or false expectations: Some expected to see the water drawdown first, or expected to hear a siren or receive an official notification.
• Largest surges in some areas came very late (as much as 4 hours), people re-entered hazard zone, and in some cases, had to re-evacuate one or two more times.
• Few people had personal plans - people left without shoes, and had no pre-arranged meeting places.

Based on what we saw and learned, we’ve made a preliminary list of important lessons for the United States, and the Cascadia region in particular.

1) School curriculum. No question that Chilean coastal communities have gone much farter than California is school programs teaching tsunami safety. Institutionalizing earthquake/tsunami education programs in schools would go a long way towards producing an aware population.

2) Seminars/Workshops. Classes and workshops were frequently identified as the source of preparedness information. Even if only a small percentage of the population attended, the information was spread informally.

3) Physical barriers to evacuation. All regions of the U.S. Should be carefully reviewed for cases where coastal residents or visitors cannot reach high ground soon enough to avoid tsunami inundation. See the blog description Day 8.

4) NOAA Weather Radio (NWR). The lessons learned from Radio Bio Bio have some relevance to the role that NWR can play after an event has occurred. The two screaming messages from Radio Bio Bio's experience are that silence should be avoided at all costs, and that the silence should be filled with meaningful information. While the NWS already recognizes the importance of keeping NWR functioning, some thought needs to be given to what would be broadcast in the hours and days following an event. Without advanced planning, NWR may simply default to providing the weather forecast when there is more urgent information that could be provided. Examples of information that could be provided by NWR includes: which radio stations are providing information, where to find medications, which roads are impassable, where meeting places have been designated, information about the recent event, and where food and water is being disturbed.

5) Coastal Campgrounds. The message from the event in Chile is tragically clear: Special care must be given to the education of visitors to tsunami hazard areas in the U.S. This education must be aggressive and must use active methods whenever possible. An example of an aggressive method would be to place tsunami signs above urinals and on stall doors in bathrooms – making them difficult to ignore. An example of a active method, where applicable, would be to train park staff to provide verbal and written education information to campers when they check in. Additional recommendations will be developed in the coming weeks.

6) Connecting earthquakes and tsunamis, and the natural warning. The majority of locals we talked to knew that the strong earthquake indicated a tsunami would occur, and to therefore evacuate immediately. Evidence indicates that visitors to the coast did not make this connection. In the case
where they were warned, by the police, for example, they survived. In the cases where there was no opportunity to warn visitors, there were significant fatalities. The message for the U.S. is clear: for regions where a significant near-field tsunami threat exists, education that focuses on people responding based on a felt earthquake is of the highest importance.

7) Set nature of tsunamis. The Chilean event, as well as historic North Coast tsunamis (2006, 1964), continue to suggest that people are not understanding that tsunamis last for a long time. Our messaging is not working, and our group concludes that the problem is that we are not addressing the temporal non-homogeneous nature of tsunami wave arrival times. People are lulled into a false sense of security when an hour or two passes with no additional waves. We must address this in our educational messaging and in the wording of our warning products. Interestingly, this is aspect of tsunamis is very similar to that of sneaker waves that claim many lives on the West Coast each year. There may be an opportunity, and benefits, to cross utilization of phrases and wording.

8) Drills. In coastal communities where drills had taken place before this event, many interviewees mentioned that the drills enabled them to remain calm during the earthquake and to evacuate effectively. In contrast, some community members in Constitución evacuated so hastily that they didn’t even put shoes on. This actually slowed their evacuation because they had to walk through debris and broken glass. Giving people calmness and the resultant clarity of mind needed to make decisions in a stressful situation is a recognized benefit of drills. While drills are already a best practice for Tsunami Ready communities in the U.S., their actual use is limited. Drills should be conducted more aggressively, especially for schools and other public facilities in the tsunami hazard zone.

After the briefing it was time to pack up and leave. We were advised that the concessions in the airport had not reopened because of the earthquake damage, and the only place open to eat was possibly the worst Chinese restaurant I’ve ever eaten at. But no harm done, The food, accommodations, and company on this trip has been outstanding. In the airport I ran into Bret Luzinda who I had worked with on a reconnaissance study of the January 9 offshore Eureka earthquake. He was returning with a group of engineers from the Applied Technology Council who were looking at design, code and tagging issues. It’s a fairly small group of people who do post event assessment and I often run into people I know coming and going. We faced the usual trials on the homeward trip – delays and missed connections – that set us back a few hours. A rude shock to go from warm, dry, early fall conditions to a full blown winter storm complete with snow in Laytonville. We heard about the Baja earthquake near Healdsburg. No – the number of earthquakes is not increasing, but exposure and vulnerability is and this year we had the bad luck of a magnitude 7 (Haiti) located in nearly the worst possible place. But I’ve had enough to last me quite awhile.